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The Halloween party will be held at the home of the
Mohneys on October 26, starting at 7:00pm.
Costumes are always appreciated, but certainly not
required. I actually plan on wearing one this year, so
Debra and Roger� you won�t be alone!

The Christmas party has been set as well! It will be
December 14, at the home of the Mohneys. Don�t for-
get about the Ferengi Christmas swap! As has been
the custom, action figures are discouraged and any-
one caught bringing an AOL sign-up disk, will be
forced to join AOL that night! Call Denby for details, if
you need them.

Related to December, due to the proximity of the
Social Meeting to the Christmas Party and the
Christmas holidays, it has been decided to CANCEL
the December Social Meeting. Have fun, enjoy the
holidays with your families!

The USS Hephaestus will be hosting the 2004
Starfleet International Conference, right here in
Birmingham, Alabama!! Start making your plans now!
You may never again get such a prime opportunity to
attend an International Conference, so you shouldn�t
miss this one! It will be held at the Birmingham
Marriot, July 29-August 1, 2004. 

We�ll need a boatload of volunteers to help work
this conference, so no matter how much (or how lit-
tle) you can help, we need you! You can review infor-
mation about the IC at http://www.ic2004.org/

By now, I�m sure you�re aware, I have announced
that I will be stepping down from the Captain�s Chair
of the USS Hephaestus at the end of 2002. I�ve given
the matter a great deal of thought and prayer, and I
feel it�s the right time to make this decision. I�ve
always believed that turnover of the top positions is a
good thing, and that putting �new blood� to work with

their new ideas can rejuvenate a chapter. I�m also
currently running for the position of Regional
Coordinator for Region 02, and should I win that
position, I�ll need all my time available to dedicate to
it.

I�m not going anywhere. The USS Hephaestus
remains my passion for fandom, and I don�t antici-
pate ever deserting her. It�s the only club I belong to,
and that�s for good reason. I�ve been extremely proud
to be your Commanding Officer, and whoever follows
me can look forward to a great crew.

If you have an e-mail address, and you aren�t
receiving e-mail from me, then make sure I have it.
Send it to me at TrekNoid@aol.com, and I�ll add you
to the Hephaestus mailing list. This has become a
very convenient way to keep everyone in touch for
last-minute items. Members and Subscribers alike
are welcome.

bbyy  FFlleeeett  CCaappttaaiinn  DDaannnnyy  PPoottttss

www.ic2004.org
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Greetings,

I have been looking over the calendar at some
upcoming movies that will be of interest to members
of the Hephaestus.  Namely, Harry Potter and the
Chamber Of Secrets, Star Trek Nemesis, and last but
certainly not least The Two Towers.  I know we will
be doing something for Nemesis.  Stay tuned for
what that will be.  However, Harry Potter opens on a

meeting night.  If enough wish to see it we can make
that meeting, Novermber 15th, a movie night.  If not it
can be set up on another date.  Please let me know
either by phone or email which way you would prefer
it.  

The holliday season is fast approaching and that
means some of out best events.  If you have never
attended one of our Christmas Parties or our
Halloween party please make an effort to do so.
Both are fun events, which tend to bring out large
crowds.

Well, that is about it for now.  See you all at the
next meeting.

Dennis

FFDDAA  AApppprroovveess  NNeeww  CCaarrddiiaacc  DDrruugg

The FDA has approved the use of AEDs for cardiac
arrest in children. The FM2 by Laderal is the only
AED approved for use with children at this time.
The difference in use from adult is only in the defibril-
lation pads for the unit. Adult pads have a yellow
adapter to insert into the unit. The Peds pads have
a pink teddy bare shaped adapter. The pink teddies
have coded information which causes the FM2 to set
power at children�s levels. The use of AEDs is now
standard part of learning CPR for bystanders or med-
ical personnel. They are located in airports, malls
civic centers, schools, and other public locations.

Neil Yawn

CMO

DEET  Still  the  Gold  Standard  to  Repel  mosquitoes

by Nancy O�Shields

In an article from Medscape Medical News, �DEET
Still the Gold Standard to Repel mosquitoes�, written
by Laurie Barclay, MD, and reviewed by Gary D.
Vogin, MD, in Laurie Barclays July 5, 2002 statement
that Deet is still the best product in the market to
keep the arthropod transmitted diseases down. The
arthropods can trasmit diseases, and are associated
with morbidity and mortality, which underscores the
need for insect repellents that are effective. Unless a
better repellent becomes available, DEET-based
repellants are still the best protection under the cir-
cumstances. This is crucial when around arthropods
that may bite and transmit disease to the individuals. 

Under �Controlled laboratory studies on 15 volun-
teers revealed that Deep Woods Off, an alcohol-
based product that contains 23.8% DEET, was best,
providing complete protection for about five hours
(mean protection time, 301.5 minutes). A controlled-
release preparation did not prolong duration of
action. Complete protection time correlated positively
with DEET concentration; a product containing
4.75% DEET protected against mosquitoes for an
average of 88.4 minutes. However, DEET on a wrist
band prevented bites for only 12 to 18 seconds�.  
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�The best product not containing DEET was Bite
Blocker for Kids, containing 2% soybean oil, which
provided protection for an average of 94.6 minutes.
The best citronella was effective for about 20 min-
utes, and an IR3535-based repellent protected
against mosquito bites for an average of 22.9 min-
utes. Skin-So-Soft by Avon lasted only 9.6 minutes.
Garlic or thiamine ingestion and sound emitters were
all ineffective in other studies. However, other
research suggests that eucalyptus oil may be the
best plant-based repellent.� 

��DEET has a remarkable safety profile after 40
years of use and nearly 8 billion human applications,�
the authors write. �Currently available non-DEET
repellents do not provide protection for durations sim-
ilar to those of DEET-based repellents and cannot be
relied upon to provide prolonged protection in envi-
ronments where mosquito-borne diseases are a sub-
stantial threat.��  This article can be found in: N Engl
J Med. 2002;347(1):13-18 

Submitted by Lt. Commander Nancy O�Shields,
SFMD, Counselor

Feds Frown On Botox

by Nancy O�Shields

In a article written by Daniel DeNoon (WebMD in
2002, Sept. 31, 2002), the article is talking about
Botox, �Feds Frown on Botox, FDA Says Ads for
Antiwrinkle Drug Are Misleading.

�Botox ads are wrinkling brows at the FDA�. The
Botox Advertisements are misleading the public and
doctors into using for more procedures that are not
approved by the FDA. The only thing that Botox
(Allergan) is approved for: �to paralyze the frown
muscles between the eyebrows. Doctors, however,
can use Botox any way they see fit. This has led to
extensive use of the drug to freeze other wrinkle-
causing face muscles�. It is legal for the doctors to
use this product anyway they deem necessary. The
drug companies are not allowed to promote their
drugs for uses other than this. This is why Allergan is
running into deep trouble.  

The ads on the television �strongly suggest that the
product is intended to treat the signs of aging. ... the
FDA letter says. Botox brochures claim Botox can
dramatically reduce your toughest wrinkle.� This
probably will make people think that the drug Allergan
is approved for use in all kinds of wrinkles, the letter
the FDA wrote states: 

* �They don�t clearly say that Botox treatment is
temporary�. 

* �They don�t clearly say that Botox is approved
only for use in adults 18 to 65 years old�. 

* �They don�t clearly say that Botox is approved
only for use on wrinkles between the eyebrows�. 

The FDA has got the power to seek a court order
banning all sales of a drug, but there is no sugges-
tion that such drastic actions will be needed as of this
time. The FDA wrote a relatively friendly �violative�
letter that they used the word �please� several times.
So far this is the earliest and mildest reaction of the
FDA. 

�The letter asks the company in 10 days to submit a
response in writing and come to compliance, FDA
spokesman Jason Brodsky tells WebMD. �[It] is the
lowest level of enforcement.��

So far a response was not received by the FDA but
according to the article it would be ready in a short
period of time. According to this article, the company
responded with,  �We strongly believe that this can
be resolved amicably with FDA,� Cassiano told
WebMD. �It is not something that we think will change
our longstanding good relationship with the FDA.�� 

So we will have to wait and see what the FDA and
the company does next.

Submitted by Lt. Commander Nancy O�Shields,
SFMC, Counselor
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Greeting, 

As always, I am looking for ways to make The Anvil a better publica-
tion.  In the last couple of years the Anvil has added a full color cover.
Sev Trek, a Trek based comic strip has been added.   The Anvil is
now available for Download in a full color format via the Hephaestus
web site.  This version is sometimes longer than the version you get
as printing and mailing cost are not a problem.  I would deeply love to
produce a full color printed version but it is just out of the question.
The cost is just too great.   This month and possibly in the months to

come we are adding a new comic called Sluggy Freelance.  

As great as these additions are there is always room for improvement.  Please feel free to send me any
ideas you might have.  If there is something you think might interest someone please let me know.  I can�t
guarantee it will be used but you will never know if you don�t submit it.

If you come across any good pictures and would like to see them in the Anvil please feel free to send them
to me.  I am always interested in pictures.  

Send any submission, or feedback to me at TheAnvil@charter.net.  Remember this is your newsletter and
what you think does matter.

Dennis

by Dennis Evans

The September Business meeting was held at Barnes and
Noble in Hoover. Being labor day, a low turnout was expected,
but as usual, the crew exceeded all expectations (except for a
few tired souls recovering from DragonCon). The new Star Trek-
related books were reviewed and discussed among the crew.
Danny Potts held a discussion with the crew about the various
elections being held in Starfleet, and the chapter. The 2004 IC
was discussed briefly, as well as a review of whatever was hap-
pening in the world of Trek. Several people left early, leaving a

small group to play a few hands of the Great Dalmuti to win a $10 book gift card. As usual, Dennis Evans
managed to win the Dalmuti tournament when a prize is on the line.

The September Social meeting was held at the home of the Mohneys. The first part of the meeting was ded-
icated to eating pizza and watching Danny try and work out a puzzle that Katrina Mohney was torturing him
with. Several members of the crew went downstairs to hold the ever popular, annual FS&M (Fold, Staple and
Mutilate) session of Region 02 Summit mailers. At this point, the ship secretary had to leave the meeting, so
you�re left to your own imagination as to what happened later.

Previous Balance: 137.63
Income: 4.00 Donation
Expenses: 15.00 (Pizza)

12.09 (Social Night Snacks and Supplies)
New Balance: 114.54
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Command  Staff

Danny  Potts, Fleet Captain - Commanding Officer

Dennis  Evans, Cmdr - First Officer

Pat  Simmons, Lt Cmdr - Second Officer

Executive  Committee

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain

Roy  Green, Lt Col

Denby  Potts, Lt Cmdr

Sciences

Roy  Green, Lt Col - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil  Yawn, Col - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Computer  Sciences

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr, Chief

Navigation

Pete  Mohney, Rear Admiral, Acting Chief

Engineering

Arthur  Sheffield, Ensign, Chief

Dean  Brown, Ensign

Roger  Burhite, Ensign

Cadet  Training

Nicholas  Mohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle  Lindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew  Potts

Katrina  Mohney

Katie  Cundiff

Kennith  Fuller

Unassigned  Crew  and  Civilians

Randy  Stephenson

Dean  Meadows

Dean  Brown  II

Loma  Brown

Johnathan  Fuller

Roberta  Keele-FFuller

Wayne  Crowe

Operations

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Debra  Burhite, Ensign, Assistant Ship's Counselor

Denby  Potts, Lt Cmdr, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Pete  Mohney, Commodore, Technical Information Officer

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Overseas Coupon Coordinator

Lynnette  Yawn, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Roy  Green, Lt Col

Neil  Yawn, Col, SFMD

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Communications

Dennis  Evans, Cmdr, Chief

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr

Pat  Simmons, Lt Cmdr

Arthur  Sheffield, Ensign

Security

Roy  Green, Lt Col, Security Intelligence, Chief

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Lisa  Cardwell

Medical

Neil  Yawn, Col, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Vice Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela  Lindsay, Lt Cmdr, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj, SFMD

USS HEPHAESTUS
COMMAND STRUCTURE
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All times, dates and locations are subject to change without notice. Please contact Captain Danny Potts or
any other command officer before attending meetings if you haven�t been in touch recently.

Date Time Function/Location

Monday, October 7 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble

Friday, October 18 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys�

Friday, October 26 7:00 Halloween Party!!! Home of the Mohneys�

Monday, November 4 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble

Friday, November 15 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys�

Monday, December 2 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble

Saturday, December 14 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys�

No Social Night in December!!! MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!

Oct 15 Mark Lenard
Oct 24 Gene Roddenberry

Oct 27 Robert Picardo
Oct 01 Chris Pilman

Please welcome the following new members to the
USS Hephaestus. Wayne Crowe has joined our ship,
and we look forward to his contributions in the future! 

Also, most of you know Johnathan Fuller and his
family, Roberta Keele-Fuller and their son, Kennith,
from their attending Hephaestus and Regional events
over the years. We�re pleased to have them transfer
their memberships to the USS Hephaestus!

Congratulations to Debra and Roger Burhite, who

are both promoted to the rank of Ensign! 
Several Academy graduates since the last Anvil:
OTS:
Debra Burhite
Roger Burhite

OCC:
Debra Burhite

SFA: (College of Medicine)
Rodney Neil Yawn - Certified Starfleet Physical
Therapist
Rodney Neil Yawn - Starfleet Doctor of Aerospace
Medicine, with Distinction
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There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which
shows your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will cease
receiving your newsletter. I will include a renewal reminder
note in your last Anvil, encouraging you to renew. You can, of
course, renew whenever you like! It will always extend your
membership by a year.

The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International
membership expiration dates are known (I have your Starfleet

card with your expiration date on it). Due to some problems with memberships not being received, I�m going
to take a closer hand in keeping up with expirations, renewals and lost Communiques.

Member Expires
Roy Green 10/13/02
Arthur Sheffield 12/08/02
Dean Brown 01/15/03
Nancy O�Shields 01/20/03
Sheila Benton 01/22/03
Danny, Denby and Matthew Potts 02/21/03
Roger and Debra Burhite 03/03/03
Lisa Cardwell 03/09/03
Katie Cundiff 03/09/03
Randy Stephenson 03/09/03

Member Expires
Dean Meadows 03/09/03
Johnathan, Roberta and Kennith Fuller 04/04/03
Pat Simmons 04/14/03
Mark, Pamela and Michelle Lindsay 07/16/03
Neil and Lynnette Yawn 08/13/03
Wayne Crowe 09/09/03
Dennis Evans 09/26/03
Pete, Sue Ellen, Nick and Katrina Mohney 10/13/03
Dean and Loma Brown II 01/05/04
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http://sluggy.com/
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CFost Moderator search
I have today, with great sadness, accepted Bill�s
resignation as CFOST moderator. He has served
the list well since he helped start it originally and
will be sorely missed. Effective immediately, I am
seeking a new moderator for the list.

Qualifications are:

(1) Member of STARFLEET

(2) A current subscriber of the list is preferred, but
this is not required.

(3) As the list in question is for members of the
Christian faith, one of that faith is sought to
assume this post

(4) A willingness to serve

Those who wish to apply please reply PRIVATELY
(to keep you and me out of DaveB�s doghouse) to
scq@ussaccord.org or fdp-chaplains@sfi.org
Applications will be taken till Sept. 20.  In the inter-
im, I will be assuming the duties in the Cfost list.

BGN Dennis Rayburn
Chief of Chaplains/Counselors, STARFLEET
stoncold@wk.net
scq@ussaccord.org

If you have anyone you wish to submit
for a Bearhug

Hello Fleet,

As you may or may not have noticed I have been
busy catching up on awards.  Now I would like to let
everyone know if you have someone that you would
like to recognize for a good deed that that is no pre-
existing award for I invite you to submit it to the
Morale department for a bearhug. If it is something
that is worthy, I am easy to impress usually, I will
issue the award. We have 4 awards. STARFLEET
bearhug is presented to Fleet members.  Marine
Bearhug is presented to SFMC members. Civilian
Bearhug to be presented to non-fleet members.
Covert bearhug, out of the shadows comes this bear
to hug you when you least expect it this is for the
people that do things behind the scenes or without
being seen by most, i.e. at the R2 Summit the
Marine Dant�s Vehicle was taken prisoner and the
ransom was collected for charity, by someone in the
deep of the night. They are presented with a Covert
Bearhug. If you want to submit someone just go to
www.angelfire.com/trek/morale and click on the link
to submit a bearhug.

Thank you

Captain James Whatley �Jimmy�
STARFLEET Morale Officer
2003 Region 2 Summit Chairman

The Starfleet Directory
Heya folks,

Just a minor reminder about the Starfleet E-Mail
Directory.. You can find a good number of people�s
E-Mail addresses from around Starfleet all in one
handy-dandy little directory. Check it out at:
http://www.whitestar.org/directory/

If you�re not there, add yourself.. If you are there,
make sure your contact info is up to date!

Take care y�all..

Dave
Un-Official Banner Waver of the Starfleet
Directory
DaveB@Region13.org

www.whitestar.org/directory/
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Airdate  Prod  #  Title

10/09/02 131 Dead Stop

10/16/02 130 A Night In Sickbay

10/24/02 132 Marauders

10/30/02 133 The Seventh

1/6/02 134  The Communicator

11/13/02 135  Singularity

11/20/02 136  Vanishing Point

Dead  Stop

Guest Cast: 
* Vaughn Armstrong as Kreetassan 

Notes: 
* 9/6/02: Scott Bakula had this to say in his recent TrekWeb
interview: �We have to have repairs done and we end up on
an automated repair station... Nobody�s there and it�s a
pretty interesting show.� 

* Official synopsis 8/25: �The recently damaged Enterprise
docks at a fully automated alien repair station, where serv-
ices are rendered at a heavy price.� 

* 8/19/02: Actor John Billingsley revealed the first informa-
tion about this episode to TrekWeb in an interview on 8/19.
The story is the immediate follow-up to the Romulan
episode �Minefield� and concerns the near-crippled
Enterprise visiting an alien space station for repairs and dis-
covering a sinister secret. 

A  Night  In  Sickbay

Guest Cast:
* Vaughn Armstrong as Kreetassan 

Notes: 
* 9/6/02: Scott Bakula had this to say in his recent TrekWeb
interview: �We have a huge episode that�s in a sense all
about my dog. He�s the background of an entire episode,
but he gets sick so I spend the entire episode in Sickbay
with Doctor Phlox. We�re exhausted and I�m particularly
exhausted and I get into this whole�look it�s called �A Night
in Sickbay,� a night in sickbay with Doctor Phlox�that�s all I
should have to say! We find out a lot of stuff about him that
we may not have wanted to know; like what he does when
he�s in his off hours� he has things to cut and trim!� 

* Official synopsis 8/25: �When Porthos gets sick, Archer
moves into Sickbay and learns more about Dr. Phlox.� 

* 8/10/02: StarTrek.com continues its new series of regular
production schedule updates with news that the fourth
episode of the season��A Night In Sickbay��completed its
production schedule yesterday after only six-and-a-half
days. 

The episode has been previously alluded to by producer
Rick Berman as a humorous �Odd Couple� type of episode
between Captain Archer and Doctor Phlox while the captain
accompanies his dog, Porthos, in Sickbay overnight. 

The report also explains that the several beagles who play
Porthos had an unusual amount of screen time this week
and Performing Animal Troop trained the dogs for various
scenes including �playing sick� and allowing Scott Bakula to
run decontamination gel on them for a scene in which
Porthos has been infected and must take a trip to the decon
chamber. 

While production was half the time of a regular episode for
this installment, several optical effects will add extra life to
the episode, including one the official site calls �along the
lines� of the CGI-extra-wide smile that Doctor Phlox donned
in the series premiere �Broken Bow.� Actor John Billingsley
also wore new foot prosthetics for a view of Denobulan
feet. 

�A Night In Sickbay� is directed by David Straiton, who also
directed last season�s �Desert Crossing� and has worked on
CHARMED, ANGEL and SPECIAL UNIT 2. 

On Thursday, regular ENT guest star Vaughn Armstrong
(�Admiral Forrest�) returned to shoot scenes as a
Kreetassan�the race from �Vox Sola� who are easily offend-
ed. The Kretassan will likely send the NX-01 toward the
Quonset mining colony it arrives at in the Klingon episode
�Marauders,� first revealed by TrekWeb yesterday.

Marauders

Guest Cast: 
* Larry Cedar as Tessic 
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* Steven Flynn as Maklii 

* Jesse James Rutherford as Q�ell 

* Bari Hochwald as E�Lis 

* Robertson Dean as Korok 

* ?? as Klingons 

Notes:
* 9/6/02: Scott Bakula had this to say in his recent TrekWeb
interview: �We just finished an episode where we land to
pick up some deuterium and find out that the people on the
planet are being basically held prisoner by Klingons who
take whatever they like to whenever they like.� 

* Official synopsis 8/30: �Captain Archer and crew help a
colony of deuterium miners defend themselves against
Klingon raiders.� 

* 8/30/02: The ship will get a new set this season, the
ship�s gym. The official site�s production report also offers
subtle details about location shooting in a rock quarry and
other details. 

* 8/9/02: The Klingons were somewhat of a regular main-
stay last season on ENTERPRISE, with several encounters
for the NX-01 crew. TrekWeb�s just received the latest infor-
mation about the Klingons� return in season two as a gang
of pillagers in the episode �Marauders.� 

The episode begins as the Enterprise has been sent to a
Quonset mining colony after a Kreeteesan merchant
informed them it�d be a good place to resupply with deuteri-
um after recent damage the ship took. Upon arriving,
Archer, Trip and T�Pol take a shuttlepod down to the out-
skirts of the colony and meet with Tessic, the administrator
of the facility. 

Tessic is courteous and eager to help but he informs Archer
that all the deuterium reserves they currently have on-hand
have been promised to another buyer. Archer assures Tessic
that a fair trade is possible but Tessic is unwilling to negoti-
ate. An associate, Maklii, suggests that perhaps the
Enterprise team could offer some help repairing two of their
deuterium pumps, which are offline. 

Trip returns to the shuttlepod to find Q�ell, a ten-year-old
child, who has taken an interest in the shuttlepod. The two
begin to talk about ships and Trip introduces himself as the
chief engineer of the visiting starship. Q�ell demonstrates
that he is familiar with spacecraft and wants to learn to fly
the shuttlepod. Trip agrees to take him for a ride when they
return to Enterprise. 

Meanwhile, E�Lis�a female doctor�visits with Phlox in
Sickbay to get some medical supplies such as dermaline gel,
hexatriol, a neuro shock kit and a cardio-stimulator. Phlox
gives her an auto-suture device as a gift, which she is reluc-
tant to accept at first because she believes it is expensive.
Phlox is doubtful of why she needs some of the supplies,
however; hexatriol, for instance, is used for plasma burns.
E�Lis assures him that deuterium when ignited can be simi-

lar to plasma. 

But soon the cautiousness of the colonists is revealed when
Klingons materialize at the colony, lead by Korok. They
begin to pillage and fire some shots in the air and Tessic
greets him warmly. Tessic explains that Korok is ahead of
schedule and the damaged deuterium pumps have put them
behind. 

Tessic keeps Korok away from the main hut, where Archer
and his party are hiding and explains the situation to Korok.
Archer, Trip and T�Pol observe from inside the hut only T�Pol
can hear what is being said outside: Archer and Trip are
amazed at her excellent Vulcan hearing. 

But conversation soon turns to violence as Korok threatens
the miners to get the deuterium in one week before beam-
ing away. Maklii is injured from the incident and taken
inside the hut and for E�Lis to administer medical attention. 

Archer confronts Tessic, who reveals that Korok and his
band have stolen most of the deuterium for the last five
seasons and barely leave enough to make the colonists
through the winters. Tessic says they tried to resist in the
past but four of the colonists died fighting the Klingons.
Archer seems interested to help (though he doesn�t say so)
since the miners� homeworld is too distant offer assistance.
He communicates with Malcolm on the Enterprise, who
reports that the Klingon ship has gone to warp... 

Please keep in mind that none of this has been officially
confirmed by Paramount. Final scripts often change dramati-
cally by the time they air and this portion may not give an
entirely accurate description of the story.

The  Seventh

Guest Cast: 
* Bruce Davison as Menos (Davison has previously guested
in VOYAGER�s �Remember.� 

* ?? as Jossen 

* Vince Hammond as Huge Alien 

* Coleen Maloney as Vulcan officer 

* David Richards as the Dockmaster 

Notes: 
* 9/12/02: Official synopsis: �T�Pol recruits Captain Archer
and Ensign Mayweather to assist her on a mission to com-
plete some unfinished business from her earlier career in
covert operations.� 

* 9/6/02: Scott Bakula had this to say in his recent TrekWeb
interview: �We�re shooting an episode today that we just
started, and Bruce Davison is going to be the guest star in,
and we find out that T�Pol has had a previous career before
the Science Directorate.� 

* 8/26/02: TrekWeb has received the first story information
for episode seven of the new ENTERPRISE season, currently
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titled simply, �The Seventh.� 

The episode opens as T�Pol sleeps in her quarters and
receives an incoming communication from the Vulcan High
Command. The Vulcan representative informs her that
�Menos� has been found�a revelation that T�Pol greets with
an almost emotional surprise. This individual is only three
days away from the Enterprise�s current location and T�Pol is
left unsettled by the news. 

T�Pol, Captain Archer and Ensign Mayweather soon make it
to a cold, arctic alien outpost where they search for Menos
to return him to Vulcan. The landing party has tracked him
using DNA scans and he�s definitely inside a large alien bar.
Mayweather covers the doors while Archer and T�Pol begin
their search inside the strange scene. 

Archer and T�Pol split up as the scene becomes mysteriously
tense. T�Pol is nervous as she moves through the alien
crowd, searching for Menos. Archer observes several alien
men playing a dice game with a beautiful, furry female
alien, who removes a silver glove to reveal pink flesh that
generates a cheer from the men after one participant obvi-
ously has a good roll. 

Meanwhile, T�Pol becomes more tense as she nears several
men at the bar. She finally spots her target in a reflective
surface above the bar. Menos is dresses in arctic gear and
T�Pol spins to greet him with a phase pistol. She�s knocked
by someone in the bar and loses her moment, after which
Menos seems gone. She looks for Archer on the other side
of the room, indicating that Menos is close. 

She reaches Archer and tells the captain that Menos spotted
her but she doesn�t know what direction he fled. Archer is
struck with some human ingenuity and hops on top of a
table to signal to Mayweather that the game is afoot. 

As Archer gets off the table and the two NX-01 officers
make toward the doors, alien weapons blasts lash out
across the room, stirring up the patrons, though few find
this a rare occurrence. Archer and T�Pol don their weapons
and start pushing through the crowd as more weapons
blasts erupt. Archer turns and runs into a seven-foot tall
alien, who grunts in its native language. Taking a page from
Captain Kirk, Archer makes a humorous quip and continues. 

Another blast sears T�Pol�s parka and she raises her weapon
to return fire when both her and Archer train their views on
Menos, coming toward them. Finally they see that
Mayweather holds him from behind, in custody. The group
heads for the Dockmaster�s office to depart with their pris-
oner but the gruffy alien tells them that the landing pad
must be thermalized for several hours to remove a thick
layer of xyalthoric acid. Clearly unable to return to the
Enterprise anytime soon, the take Menos elsewhere to be
interrogated. 

T�Pol reaches Menos� ship and begins searching the cargo
bay. She seems to be looking for something particular but
then is astonished to find container after container of injec-

tor casings. This discovery unsettles her and prompts a
series of flashbacks: Two men run through a jungle: Menos
and Jossen. Another flashback shows T�Pol herself out of
control in a Vulcan monastery. 

T�Pol rejoins Archer and Mayweather, holding Menos outside
at a table. She asks to speak to Menos alone and after the
two Enterprise officers leave she begins to interrogate the
mysterious Menos. She asks him who �Jossen� is�she is
confused by her memory of him. Menos senses that she
couldn�t find what she wanted on his ship and the Sub-
Commander grows impatient, drawing her weapon and
pointing it at him. Menos proclaims that Jossen and he were
�innocent� and didn�t need to be �rehabilitated.� 

This prompts another flashback, this time of T�Pol running
through the jungle after the two men. Menos explains that
he and Jossen were in the Tropical Zone of Risa; the scene
intensifies as T�Pol remembers more of the incident, seeing
Jossen stumble to the ground. Menos reveals that the
monastery accues he and Jossen of crimes for which T�Pol
was sent to apphrend them. 

She doesn�t trust what Menos is telling her but the memo-
ries don�t lie. T�Pol sees herself approach Jossen, immobile
on the Jungle floor. She tells Menos that a Tellarite captain
had helped her locate them on Risa. T�Pol�s flashbacks rise
to a fever pitch as she remembers discharging her weapon
at Jossen, killing him. This gives way to another memory of
T�Pol being restrained in the Vulcan monastery and having a
senior monk read incantations over her wreathing body.
Menos realizes that she�s finally remembered the act and
tells her that she�s been trained as a Vulcan to repress the
horror of having killed Jossen. T�Pol finally flashes back to
see herself immediately after having killed Jossen and
Menos proclaims that taking him back to Vulcan won�t alle-
viate that guilt from her mind. 

Remember, this plot information is incomplete and based on
an early draft of the script, which can and most likely will
change significantly by the time the episode airs

The  Communicator

Guest Cast: 
* Francis Guinan as ??? 

* ?? as Jossen 

* Dennis Cockrum as ??? 

* Tim Kelleher as ??? 

Notes: 
* 9/20/02: Production report indicates this episode involves
Reed leaving behind a communicator on a pre-warp planet
on the verge of war and Archer has to accompany him back
to retrieve it.
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Singularity

Guest Cast:
* TBA

Notes: 
* 10/2/02: Official site production report reveals the
episode�s title and the first plot info: �Enterprise takes a
close look at an unusual black hole, one that�s part of a tri-
nary star system. But the ship�s proximity to this stellar phe-
nomenon has a strange effect on the crew, one that severe-
ly strains their relationships.� 

* 10/1/02: Rick Berman to Sci-Fi wire: �[It] is a day-in-the-
life episode,� he reveals about the unnamed episode. �We
sort of follow Archer and the gang through a typical day on
the Enterprise, but all of a sudden there�s a rash of obses-
sive-compulsive behavior going on. T�Pol and Archer are
teamed up in an effort to save everyone�s lives. There�s a
lot of humor in it, but it�s pretty scary as well.� 

Vanishing  Point

Guest Cast: 
* ??? as Crewman Baird 

* ??? as Crewman Rhodes 

Notes: 
* 9/24/02: Last week we learned about the eigth episode of
ENTERPRISE�s new season, �The Communicator.� While
there is currently no information for episode nine, communi-
cation will play a big part in the tenth show of the year,
�Vanishing Point.� TrekWeb has received the first plot infor-
mation for the episode, which will involve the first trans-
porter accident on the NX-01 and begin production next
week. The story will center around the ship�s communica-
tions officer, �Ensign Hoshi Sato� (Linda Park). 

Early in the episode Hoshi assists in communicating with a
new alien culture the Enterprise encounters, but when an
away mission results in the unauthorized taking of photo-
graphs and surface samples, a hostage situation quickly
develops. Archer agrees to return the samples and destroy
the images, winning release of the hostages, but when Sub-
Commander T�Pol tells Hoshi that the Universal Translator
has easily decrypted their language�when she ran count-
less algorithms on it unsuccessfully�the Ensign is under-
standably confused (as are we). 

Hoshi wants to get back to the bridge to assist in communi-
cating but T�Pol informs her that Captain Archer has relieved
her for the time being, placing Crewman Baird (perhaps a
nod to the NEMESIS director) in charge of her station. Hoshi
is confused by T�Pol�s distant tone but soon realizes not
everything is as it seems. 

When she attempts to enter a turbolift and close the door
behind her, she finds that the panel won�t respond to her

commands. Enterprise crewmembers seem to ignore her in
the corridors, even when Hoshi addresses them. When
another crewman finally joins her in the lift, it finally moves
and she makes her way to Sickbay, but Doctor Phlox seems
equally oblivious to her. 

The next morning, all seems well and Malcolm arrives in a
Shuttlepod from the planet surface to reports to that negoti-
ation of the hostage situation completed successfuly and
the materials were returned. As the shuttlepod prepares to
dock, T�Pol arrives on the bridge and is surprised not to find
Hoshi at her station. Archer assumes she may think that he
still wants her off duty and suggests T�Pol try to reach Hoshi
in her quarters. 

It soon becomes apparent that the crew thinks Hoshi is
dead, the victim of an accident with the transporter earlier
in the story. In a SIXTH SENSE-style twist, even Hoshi her-
self hasn�t been aware that she hasn�t really been interact-
ing with anyone or her environment for some time. Archer
asks crewman Baird to track down Hoshi�s family on Earth
and as he paces in his ready room, preparing to deliver the
news to Mr. Sato, Hoshi appears through the door�that is,
she walks through it like a ghost. She immediately begins
pleading to the captain that there is an alien infiltration on
board the Enterprise planning to destroy the ship. But he
can�t hear her and proceeds to begin a communique with
Hoshi�s father. 

Archer begins to tell him that his daughter has been
involved in an accident but he stumbles over his words,
unable to articulate just what happened. Hoshi desperately
tries to communicate with him but her current state pre-
cludes it and every object she tries to manipulate merely
allows her flesh to pass through. As the captain and her
father carry on their difficult conversation, Hoshi makes
overlapping remarks, by now realizing neither man can hear
what she says. She notices that when she pushes her hand
into a device near the ceiling, a blue light and clicking
sound occur. 

Hoshi�s father finally hears the news and asks Archer to call
back to talk more later. As the communique fades, Hoshi
taps her communicative skills and devises a plan: she�ll
manipulate the device in the corner of the room to generate
Morse Code for the captain to hear. Unflapped by her pecu-
liar circumstances she determines that this is the only way
she can save the Enterprise... 

This information is, as you can surmise, by no means com-
plete. It is based on an early and unfinished version of the
�Vanishing Point� script and until confirmed by Paramount
should be treated as rumor.
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�Minefield�  Stages  Romulan  Rebound  With  Highest
Overnight  Ratings  of  the  Season

The overnight metered market ratings are in for UPN�s
Wednesday night first-run presentation of �Minefield,� the
highly-anticipated episode featuring the first appearance of
the Romulans in the prequel series. The episode scored
the highest overnight numbers for the show�s sophomore
season, even as UPN came in behind rival WB for the
night. 

With a 5.1 rating and 8 share�meaning that an estimat-
ed 8% of television viewers watching during the hour
were tuned in��Minefield� beats the season premiere
�Shockwave, Part II� by two tenths of a percentage point
in the overnight figures (4.9/8) and improves even further
on last week�s �Carbon Creek� (4.8/7), according to Zap2it.
ENTERPRISE took the fifth place spot in the eight o�clock
hour behind MY WIFE AND KIDS, THE GEORGE LOPEZ
SHOW, ED, 60 MINUTES II and Fox�s baseball playoff cov-
erage. 

MediaWeek�s Programming Insider by Marc Berman calls

ENTERPRISE�s performance last night �always reliable.�
The first two episodes of the season garnered 4.9 and
4.84 million viewers respectively, so expect the final audi-
ence size for �Minefield� to surpass these. Adult 18-49
numbers will also likely increase. 

Elsewhere in the television landscape, NBC dominated
the night with its second episode of the Emmy-winning
THE WEST WING at nine o�clock followed by the season
premiere of LAW & ORDER at ten. NBC averaged 10.3/17
for the night followed by ABC and FOX with 6.8/11, CBS�s
6.2/10, the WB�s 4.7/7 and UPN�s 4.4/6. The WB�s DAW-
SON�S CREEK was ahead of the third episode of THE TWI-
LIGHT ZONE with a 4.7/7, thought Berman comments that
ZONE�s 3.8/5 represents a 6% increase over last week�s
second episode. 

The performance of �Minefield� represents somewhat of
a recovery for ENTERPRISE, which was named yesterday
in a report by Media Life Magazine as one major contribut-
ing reason for UPN�s season �sinking like a rock� thusfar.

LINDA  PARK  -  ENSIGN  HOSHI  SATO

Born in Seoul, Korea, and raised in San
Jose, California, Linda Park never knew a
time when she wasn�t an actress. �I was
on stage when I was little � my first show
was �The Phantom Tollbooth� in community
theater as Princess Rhyme. And ever
since, while I was young, I was doing
musicals and what-not. I just knew it was
what I was going to do, and what I want-

ed to do. There was no question ever in my mind.� 

Like most of her young co-stars in Enterprise, Linda
seemed to come out of nowhere when she was cast in the
latest Star Trek series. �People always say, �You�ve just
been out here for a year and you got this so fast.� But for
me, it seems like I�ve been doing this forever.� In high
school, she was already a professional stage actress, get-
ting paid to perform for the first time in the Tom Stoppard
play �Arcadia.� �It was great because I got to miss school
for tech week,� she grinned. After high school, she trained
for four years at the Boston University arts conservatory
and got her BFA there, continuing to do paid stage work. 

Unlike many of her peers, Linda was not forced to take
on other jobs to pay the bills until her ship came in. She
only donned the waitress apron once because she wanted
to. �I did, in fact, work at Chili�s. One summer I was home
from college after my freshman year, I think it was,� she
recalled. �I actually had to convince my mother to let me
work, because she thought that I should just focus on

school and focus on what it was I wanted to do.� She
credits her mother with providing a strong foundation of
support. �Even when I moved to L.A., she told me, �If you
want to be an actress, focus on acting,� and she helped
me out [financially]. Luckily, I got work really quickly, but
she was willing to support me as long as it took, which
means a lot.� 

After graduation she spent some time in New York, and
then made the leap of faith to Hollywood, to see if she
could transition from the stage to the screen, large or
small. The leap paid off, as she landed her first job on her
second audition. �My first audition I remember was for
�Rush Hour 2,� and then my second was �Jurassic Park III.�
And that was my first day on the set, on �Jurassic Park
III.�� She also broached the TV world by landing a part in
Popular, coincidentally at the same time as future castmate
Anthony Montgomery. 

And then came the call to audition for the new Star Trek
series. �The first time I read was with a lot of other Asian
actresses, and then they called me back to read for the
producers again, and that time there were far fewer Asian
actresses.� And then she was called in yet again, this time
for a screen test. Usually, by that time, the casting choices
have been pared down to three people ... so imagine her
surprise when she found out she was the only one testing.
�There was a lot of pressure, because that meant if I did-
n�t get it, it�s not because somebody else was better, it
was just because I wasn�t any good!� But she was good,
and now her name is practically synonymous with Hoshi
Sato. 
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What made her stand out as such a perfect match for
Hoshi? �You know, I think that there is this element to
Hoshi where she�s very tough, she knows what she wants
and she doesn�t take crap from anyone, and she�s kind of
a spitfire. But in the same vein, she�s also very innocent
and vulnerable, and I think that mix of being tough but
vulnerable at the same time is something that I feel a lot
as a young person. I was straight out of school, but I was
very ambitious and I was out to prove myself in Los
Angeles at the time, and I think I shared a lot of similar
energies with her.� 

The fact that she could perform the linguistic gymnastics
the audition script required didn�t hurt either. �They had a
scene with the Klingons from the pilot, and the casting
director was saying, �Okay, this is really guttural, so don�t
be afraid to go there.� Going to acting school for four
years, you go through your whole register � you know,
you learn to talk from your gut up to your sinuses. So my
vocal range is pretty wide.� She is amused that people
often comment about the scene where she�s teaching stu-
dents an alien language and performing odd voice modu-
lations. �People always ask, �Was that altered with sound
effects?� and it�s like, �Nope, that�s just me!�� 

Now that a year of Enterprise is behind her, Linda is
enjoying watching Hoshi grow as a character. �If you look
at �Fight or Flight,� she�s not even sure she should be on

this mission. She doesn�t feel she�s right; she feels like
she�s in the wrong environment � she�s a teacher, an aca-
demic, not someone who should be out in space and
encountering alien species. But I think that by the end of
the season, she�s positive of her place and she�s confident
that Captain Archer was right in saying that she was the
best person for the job. She�s willing to put aside a lot of
her fear, her trepidation, her dislike of Vulcans. She is vol-
unteering for missions, and she feels like she is a part of
the crew, and a valid part of Enterprise.� 

So while Hoshi is learning how to handle her role on a
starship, how is Linda handling her emerging role in Star
Trek fandom? �It�s overwhelming. It�s overwhelming to
have so many people wanting to meet you, and so many
people wanting your autograph. It�s crazy to me,� she
humbly maintains. �Because I don�t think that I�m anybody
� why would you want my autograph?� But in her con-
vention appearances so far, she and her castmates have
appreciatively gone to lengths to make sure everyone who
wants their Hancock gets them, even to the point of
almost missing a flight home. 

�It�s a lot to take on, but it�s been a huge blessing. This
is something that I�ll be able to tell my grandchildren �
you know, that their grandma�s part of the Star Trek lega-
cy. It�s a very huge thing to say.� 

Stewart:  Next  Gen  In  Fans�  Hands  

Patrick Stewart told SCI FI Wire that he�s
�open� to reprising his role as Captain Jean-Luc
Picard in future Star Trek: The Next Generation
features, but that the fate of the big-screen fran-
chise depends on Trek fandom supporting the
upcoming Star Trek Nemesis. �The fans continu-
ally ask the question, �Is this the last movie?
Please don�t tell us it is. Let there be another

movie,�� Stewart said in an interview. �So I say to them, �We�ve done our part now in
all of this. Everyone from Rick Berman to the cast, the writer and the director has
played their part. But now it�s up to the fans.��

Stewart added, �We are opening in the toughest of times. We are surrounded by mega-movies. We are a mega-movie,
too, in the great scheme of things, but [Nemesis faces competition from] Harry Potter and James Bond and The Lord of
the Rings and Solaris. November-December is crazy. So we have, I don�t know, five to seven days to make our impact.
You know how it is with movies these days. Unless you�re a low-budget independent movie that can sit around in a cou-
ple of cinemas in New York and Los Angeles for several weeks, if you don�t do [big box office] in that first weekend
you�re dead. I would love to see Nemesis hit a home run that weekend, to use a current image. That, more than any-
thing, is what would promise a further episode of The Next Generation.� Star Trek Nemesis opens nationwide on Dec.
13.
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High-PProfile  Kate  Mulgrew  Cameo  as  �Admiral  Janeway�  (SPOILERS)

When STAR TREK NEMESIS opens on December 13th,
fans may witness several cameos by former TREK charac-
ters from Whoopi Goldberg�s �Guinan� to Wil Wheaton�s
�Wesley Crusher� to Susan Gibney�s �Dr. Leah Brahms�. Even
Patrick Stewart�s X-MEN 2 director Bryan Singer has a brief
cameo in the film and while we�ll have to wait two more
months to know which appearances make the final cut of
the film the appearance of one special chararacter from
the earliest drafts of the script has inspired delight and
dread in the heart of fandom since its revelation over a
year ago: STAR TREK: VOYAGER�s �Captain Janeway�. 

Kate Mulgrew played STAR TREK�s first lead female cap-
tain, generating a mix of praise and disgust from fans over
the series� seven year run. Some fans thought Janeway
was unevenly written with a penchant for self-righteous-
ness while even Mulgrew herself has posited the notion
that perhaps fans just weren�t ready for a female captain.
When the Starship Voyager finally made it home in the

series finale �Endgame� in 2001, most probably didn�t think they�d see her again any time soon. 

But screenwriter John Logan, a self-professed Trekker, wrote a cameo role that will probably inspire just as divisive fan
responses as Janeway�s portrayal on television ever did. In a brief scene opposite NEMESIS�s �Captain Jean-Luc Picard�,
we learn that Janeway has been promoted to the rank of Admiral and given a desk to command. Janeway gives Picard
and the Enterprise its orders that set off the events of the tenth feature film. This will make the third cameo by a VOY-
AGER cast member in a TNG film; Robert Picardo guested as the Emergency Medical Hologram and Ethan Phillips played
a holographic barkeep in 1996�s FIRST CONTACT. Now, thanks to the Creation Entertainment online product catalog, you
can glimpse the first shot of Starfleet�s newest Admiral.

Paramount  Confirms  STAR  TREK�s  Third  Series
Arriving  on  DVD  Next  Year

Reports have flowed in recent weeks that the first ST:TNG
spin-off series, STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE, would be
released on DVD next year and Paramount Home
Entertainment has finally confirmed the speculation. At this
past weekend�s ST:TNG 15th Anniversary convention held in
Pasadena, CA a banner reading �DS9 is coming to DVD in
2003� hung prominently for convention-goers. 

No further official information was offered, however reports
have singled out February 27th, 2003 as the likely date that a
first season DVD gift set may hit U.S. streets. While TNG will

complete its box set release schedule on December 31st of this year, no details about the DS9 sets are yet available but
it�s a good bet the discs will include extras such as new documentaries, archival interview footage and other specials
features. 

Paramount Home Entertainment�s STAR TREK III Special Edition DVD hits U.S. streets next month (October 22nd) and
the fifth season of ST:TNG will be available November 5th. 


